**Go f**ishin’ **Two students in fishing club look to catch a big one at tournament**

BY COLLETTE LINTON
Staff Reporter

Kirksville residents noticed several influenza inoculations at NEMO Fairgrounds from the community’s health center in response to the outbreak for a fourth consecutive year with the cooperation of several support partners. The clinic serviced 1,073 people with nine vaccination sites, each site dispensing 40 to 50 shots per hour — the largest volume of flu shots in the state and the shortest wait time was minutes.

The drive-thru located at the fairgrounds became a place for organizing the helping hands of 16 members from various support partners and coordinating security and traffic control to the massive admission considerations. The drive-thru was free in Kirksville to Kellogg and operated from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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**Residents receive free drive-thru flu shots**

Kirksville police arrested Joshua McNiff for first degree property damage last week. McNiff allegedly spray painted more than four locations on campus.
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**Fishing tournament**

Clark and McCarthy started the fishing club two years ago as an effort to promote the sport at Truman. “We both have a passion for fishing, and we both love the fishing tournaments,” Clark said. “We enjoy that mental effort of planning and preparing for a tournament.”

Clark and McCarthy finished third at a local tournament in Fort Madison in August, but did not list their names on the official results.

Clark and McCarthy are currently fishing for $50,000 in the FLW regional tournament on Aug. 22 in Fort Madison, Iowa, winning $15,000 and qualifying for the national tournament later this fall.
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